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{RE} INSTITUTE
Performance Installation
Zeitz Museum of Contemporary Art Africa, Cape Town
2019
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{Re} Institute (2019)
Durational site-specific performance intervention
Definitions of what qualifies as clothing or the clothed from the
unclothed vary from culture to culture and from era to era. These
clashes in values have had lasting ramifications, particularly for the
victims of European imperial ambitions, influencing both cultures
and traditions (Levine 2008). Fine art often promotes and praises
images of the ‘European nude’ through sculpture and paintings
whilst the nude body of the colonial other is often represented
through what is perceived to be a scientific lens , often in an
inhumane manner (Morell 2005, Levine2008).
Remarkably, history continues to offer us clues as to how the naked
body can become a useful tool of resistance or decolonisation with
the image of Nelson Mandela and Mohandas Gandhi immediately
coming to mind, substituting the suited figures accustomed to
qualified lawyers for a traditional ‘loincloth’ or a scantily draped
body respectively. Coincidentally, the design of a stiff, structured
aesthetic is mostly associated with the construction of suits, the
institutions which they represent (multi-national corporations,
houses of parliament, the army et al.) and a type of masculine
performance characterised as – Eurocentric, heterosexual,
prejudiced, power-laden, corporate, at times violent, and often
militaristic.
In addition, the vocation of constructing particular garments
for particular bodies via tailoring is gendered and mimics Judith
Butler’s reflections on gender as a construct.
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This performance intervention explores how the use of drapery in
clothing design could be defined as a method of resistance in an
attempt to re-imagine the common suit.
The first goal of the performance intervention aims to illustrate such
a point through identifying and disrupting the image of corporate
and/or cultural African institutions who follow a strict eurocentric
‘formal’ dress code ( i.e suits and ties ), highlighting the ironies
within African institutionalism.
The second goal would be to alter an ideological and conceptual
shift in how suits are designed, constructed and therefore presented.
The third goal would be to inspire collective and democratic
participation across existing hierarchies within institutions to reimagine what an African institution can look like for one day as an
act of decolonisation in ‘the every day’ through clothing.
The featured images displays the intervention as performed by
the staff of Zeitz MOCAA (Museum of Contemporary Art Africa) in
Cape Town as part of a group exhibition titled The Main Complaint
curated by Michaela Limberis.

Exhibitions:

2019: The Main Complaint at curated by Michaela Limberis
(Zeitz MOCAA, Cape Town)

Michaela Limberis & Githan Coopoo (Curatorial Assistants, Zeitz MOCAA)
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BLACK TIE - MISSIONARY POSITION
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BLACK TIE - MISSIONARY POSITION
Site-specific performance
Slave Lodge, Cape Town
Single-channel 360 Video
2017
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Black Tie - Missionary Position
(2016)
Durational site-specific performance
Originally performed by Lesiba Mabitsela, Godfrey De Sylva,
Michael Jacobs, Sizo Mahlangu and Abdul Dube
In a continent built on competing patriarchal cultures and
traditions, the current Eurocentric perspective is the dominant
power. The suit/blazer is a symbol of Christian morality, power and
class that has made its way there through the violent legacy of
colonialism and slavery or as Edward Said would suggest, “Cultural
imperialism”.
Black Tie - An Alternative Store Opening (2016) explores embodied
performances of African male masculine behaviours in the
everyday. For this particular inquiry the gendered and military
associations inherent in the suit are seen to be ironically connected
to contemporary masculine embodied behaviours in Africa which
are expressed through public display and contradictory African
cultural practices.
Monica L. Miller’s book titled Slaves to Fashion details the
importance of the idea of respectable attire in resisting racicst
ideologies synonomous with Jim Crow and Apartheid. Yet the
ramifications of this has seen cultural mixing which has questioned
and blurred the meaning around African authenticity and cultural
appropriation. Further more, the introduction of social media
has alerted multi-national fashion brands (mostly of European
decent) to the global market, with seemingly cultural references
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to blankets and prints being used as fashionable trend on Parisian
catwalks and Hollywood movie screens. The resulting confusion
is further exacerbated by addoring young African men and their
ambitions of affluence and power.
As an adaptation of what art hostorian Anne Hollander discribes
as ‘undress’ the models, whom all have their own conflicted battles
with cultural identities, originate from contested South African
backgrounds and identify themselves on a spectrum of
masculinities that lie between homosexuality and heterosexuality;
symbolically displayed here through their black African bodies
whilst methodically performing methods of undress in re-imagining
alternative embodied masculine experiences in the everyday
and rejecting the accepted ideas of the suit as we know it. These
accepted ideas are the ones the general society take for granted for
example; the way the suit looks, the way the suit is made, the way
the suit is padded, cut, stitched and put together, the way the suit
is marketed, what the wearing of the suit is meant to represent and
eventually the way the suit makes African men feel.
By pre-dominantly working with the tools of costume, fashion,
photography, video, virtual reality and performance, garments are
brought to life and are given a haunting characteristic when their
location is site-specific or staged as ‘fashion show’ which is not only
explored as a pseudo-stage for performance but used as a tool for
audience engagement and the thrill of collective participation.
Exhibitions:
2018: Afrovibes Festival
(Amsterdam, Den Haag, Rotterdam)
2017: Museum Night
(Slave Lodge, Cape Town
2016: Live Arts Festival
(6 Spin Street, Cape Town)

Performed with Michael Jacobs and Godfrey De Sylva

Images courtesy of Neo Mokgosi
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THE MAN IN THE GREEN BLANKET
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Site Specific performance
Vrystaat Kunstefees, Bloemfontein
2015
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The Man in the Green Blanket
(2015)
Durational site-specific performance
Originally performed by: Lesiba Mabitsela, Richard September,
Siyabonga Njica, Siyabulela Sikhawuti and Thabiso Nkoana
Mgcineni “Mambush” Noki is a name few South Africans will
recognise. Born in the Eastern Cape he was a leader, the sole
breadwinner for his siblings after losing his parents. He worked as
a drill-operator from a young age. He was anonymous; a statistic;
somehow both insignicant and pertinent to the bigger picture of
the country’s history.
The performance intended to commemorate Noki as a person
- a man. It was an attempt at disabling the collective ignorance
of a nation that know of him only as a symbol used to reference
the Marikana Massacre, and in so doing, encourage a human
connection with those who suffered.
Five performers in garments made from green blankets walk from
different locations around the city towards its centre. The desired
effect is of a city captivated by the collective identification of an
image, a mirage.

Exhibitions:
2015: Infecting the City
(Cape Town, South Africa)
2015: Vrystaat Kunstefees
(Bloemfontein, South Africa)
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Performed for Infecting the City 2015, Cape Town

Photographer: Donovan Marais
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DUST MITES SERIES
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DUSTMITES 3.3
Single-channel Video
2016
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Dust Mites Series(2013)
DUST MITES stems from taking an ironic look at popular English
expressions, “the fabric of society” and being “cut from the same
cloth”.
The series which started in 2013 calls into question inherent
prejudices within formations of identity or belonging, and into
question the unjustified treatment cast on to those who find
themselves on the outskirts as the outcasts or the homeless.
I sought to create creatures that represent DUST MITES as natural
organisms - within cities, nations and cultures - suggesting a need
to clean or purify that which irritates, is undesirable or simply does
not belong.
The creatures have been made predominantly with a grey blanket
commonly associated to the incarcerated, the poor and the
homeless within South Africa. The DUST MITES are placed in what
could be suggested as organic situations; moments where love
is shared, food is enjoyed and affluence is expressed. The DUST
MITES appear organic, as they should be, against fabricated city
backdrops, housing complexes and institutions described as
multi-cultural, cosmopolitan or secular.
The grey blanket has also been used as a metaphor to my own
feelings of alienation from certain cultural practices or customs
due to my Catholic upbringing in the Northern suburbs of
Johannesburg. The ramifications of Colonialism and Apartheid and
the sudden unification of a perceived ‘rainbow nation’ have sullied
definitions of what is constituted as authentic representations of
black African Masculinity.
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Exhibitions:
2017: Material City with Hi!jACK Collective curated by Sandile Radebe
(Everard Read, Cape Town)
2015: May Day curated by Abdul Dube
(South, Cape Town)
2013: Demonstrations: Performing Being Black curated by Khanyisile
Mbongwa
(Brundyn +, Cape Town)

Image courtesy of Neo Mokgosi
Performed by Thabiso Nkoana for Hi!jACK Collective
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INSULATED ISOLATION
Performance/Land Art Intervention
Performed by the citizens of Ólafsförður and Sigluförður
Fjallabyggð, Iceland
2015
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Insulated Isolation
Facilitated by Lesiba Mabitsela
Reitir: International Collaboration Project, Iceland
The performance is inspired by the Turf House which is an example of
Icelandic architecture now found in some of the most isolated yet scenic
stretches of land around Iceland. Today the memories of the first settlers
remain as handed down tales, floating through the hustle and bustle of
modern living.
In this Site-specific performance intervention/Land art we return to what it
may have look like then; where life may have been a little simpler and where
your survival depended on your fellow man/woman. The aim of this project
was intended to bring the people of Fjallabyggð together through a human
experience that transcends gegraphical disputes inspiring exchange and
inspiring unity through the act of team building and dinning together.
Insulated Isolation / Einangruð Einangrun was a Site-specific performance
intervention/ Land Art piece performed in the förð between the two tunnels
joining both towns.
Citizens of both Ólafsförður and Sigluförður were pre placed around a built
circle, with each participant allocated a numbered pole with either blue or
orange rope (representing each town respectively) tied to its base.
Participants then systematically took turns to walk across over to a
participant from a neighboring town, fixing the other end of their rope to
their neighbor’s pole.
The desired effect once all ropes had been exchanged left behind an
interlocked web, revealing a circle where residents of both towns sat to take
part in a picnic together.
The performance was facilitated by Lesiba Mabitsela with collaborative
contributions of skills and support from: Ronit Porat, Guillaume Lepoix,
Kristjàn Einarsson, Reitir: International Collaboration Project Residency and
the citizens of Fjallabyggð.
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Pot of Gold (2016)
Hi!jACK Collective
Hi!jACK is a collaborative creative union of fabric, performance, spoken word, moving pictures
and still images, formed in 2015 by Lesiba Mabitsela, Neo Mokgosi, Thabiso Nkoana and
Mandla Shonhiwa.

Previous exhibitions:
2016: Infecting the City
2017: Material City curated by Sandile Radebe, Everard Read Gallery, Cape Town

the country’s need to diversify its energy mix, looking specifically at the potential of wasteto-energy initiatives to be applied to urban waste streams, as well as looking at small scale
operations implementable in rural areas.
In South Africa, landfill has historically been the default approach for waste management.
Turning waste into energy helps to minimize the amount of waste sent to landfills. Despite
efforts by both municipalities and the private sector, the extent of application of the waste
hierarchy (prevent, reduce, reuse, recycle, recover, landfill) is limited and much of the
potentially usable material produced still ends up in landfill. Waste is also something which
I see as a politically charged material. With few exceptions, the burden of the global culture
of excess and ‘disposability’ is dumped on the poor and marginalised working classes, who
are forced to live in areas of ecological degradation due to improper waste management. In
Cape Town, more than half of the 895,000 tonnes per year of domestic waste comes from a
tiny minority of high income households, all of which goes to rubbish dumps located in poor
neighbourhoods on the Cape Flats where people produce far less waste, much of which is not
even collected.
By sculpturally appropriating objects deemed useless, obsolete or out of date, into performative
enactment – a form that itself originates and disappears within the fleeting present – the work
aims to re-dramatise what Zygmunt Bauman terms the ‘steadily shortening distance between
the fragrance of novelty and the odor of the rubbish bin’. The acceleration of this willingness
to discard unwanted matter is mirrored, in the hurriedness with which human beings are
rendered waste in South Africa by the interface of racism and capitalism. Apartheid’s residual
boundaries of socio-spatial exclusion between a populace treated as surplus and an affluent
consumer class remain highly visible and geographically defined in Cape Town.

Polymor Colony 2017
In collaboration with Francois Knoetze
Puncture Points curated by Khanyisile Mbongwa

The project’s aim would be to partake in the redefinition of waste as something which is not
dirty or dangerous, but rather as a resource - something which is inextricably linked to the lives
of people and which has inherent value in the powerful scope its amorphousness allows for
re-organisation and adaptation. Garbage, like death and excrement, is a great social leveller.
In social terms, it is a truth-teller. The garbage dump is a critical vantage point from which to
view society as a whole. It is a site of the promiscuous mingling of rich and poor, center and
periphery, the industrial and the artisanal, the domestic and the public, the durable and the
transient, the organic and the inorganic, the national and the international, the local and the
global.

In a world with rapidly growing energy needs, with conventional fossil
fuel energy fast moving towards extinction as well as contributing
generously to global warming, the need to innovate around alternative
energy sources has become crucial. We would like to create work which
explores the current energy crisis in South Africa in relation to the
country’s reliance on fossil fuels such as coal. We would like to explore
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